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252a Monday, March 7, 2011using 2D Euclidean and City Block measures predictably produce artefactually
low diffusion coefficients. When these analyses are made in 3D over short time
steps, the measured diffusion approach measurements made on a flat surface.
However over longer timescales and on more complex surfaces the rates of dif-
fusion progressively fall. Since particles cannot leave the surface we suggest
replacing the Euclidean and City Block distance with a new measure that con-
fines the path to the surface, the shortest within surface distance (SWSD). This
is generated by starting a conditional dilation at the first location that spreads
over the surface until the target voxel is reached. On non-flat surfaces created
by folding a flat surface (origami) the SWSD effectively unfolds the surface
and produces accurate measures of distance, and therefore coefficients compa-
rable with flat surfaces. With more complex surfaces the SWSD based coeffi-
cients do not perfectly match those from flat surfaces but are superior to
measures made with the Euclidean or City Block distances. In summary, the
SWSD produced a match between measurements on flat and non-flat surfaces
i.e. it is relatively independent of topography. Overall this suggests that the
minimum requirement for diffusion measurements on the plasma membrane
is 3D tracking and high resolution topographical images.
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Statistical Analysis of Lateral Diffusion and Kinetics of State Transition
and Membrane Dissociation in Single Molecule Imaging
Satomi Matsuoka, Tatsuo Shibata, Masahiro Ueda.
Single-molecule imaging has revealed that signaling molecules can adopt mul-
tiple states with different lateral mobility and membrane-binding stability on
the membrane of living cells. Considered with a relevance to cellular responses
to external signals, the kinetics of transition between the states tells us how the
signals are processed on the membrane and transmitted into cytosol. We have
previously developed a method to analyze the state transition kinetics for the
molecules that constantly bound to the membrane, such as receptors and chan-
nels. In order to elucidate signaling mechanisms mediated by those undergo dy-
namical shuttling between membrane and cytosol, it is required to analyze
multi-state kinetics of both switching in diffusion mobility and dissociation
from membranes at the same time. Here we propose a method for such analysis
based on stochastic trajectories of single molecules on membranes. The sim-
plest 3 schemes were assumed: a molecule with unique diffusion coefficient
(D), a mixture of molecules in two states with different D, a molecule switching
between two states with different D. Using trajectories made by numerical sim-
ulation, these schemes were shown to be distinguishable by referring the life-
time on membrane, and the probability density function and autocorrelation
function of displacements. Finally, kinetics of both state transition and dissoci-
ation could be revealed.1381-Pos Board B291
Mean Square Displacement Analysis of Single-Particle Trajectories with
Localization Error
Xavier Michalet.
Single-particle tracking has become a popular tool due to its potential to pro-
vide information on the behavior of individual molecules in in vitro assays
or in live cells or animals (1-2). While the question of how precisely single-
particle tracking can be performed has been extensively addressed in the liter-
ature, the issue of what information, and how precisely it can be extracted from
such data, still remains an active research area (3-4).
We explore the simplest and most widely used approach, the mean square dis-
placement (MSD) analysis, limiting ourselves to Brownian diffusion in an iso-
tropic medium. We revisit some properties of the MSD curve of single
trajectories in this simple yet important case and present some new results re-
garding both the MSD curve and its fit.
In particular, we examine the capability of MSD analysis to extract reliable
values of the diffusion coefficient D of single particle undergoing Brownian
motion in an isotropic medium in the presence of localization uncertainty.
The theoretical results, supported by simulations, show that a simple un-
weighted least square fit of the MSD curve can provide the best estimate of
D provided an optimal number of MSD points is used for the fit. We provide
a simple algorithm to determine this optimal number of points as well as ana-
lytical formula for the error on fitted coefficients (diffusion coefficient D and
localization error s). Finally, we discuss the practical implications of these re-
sults for data analysis in single-particle tracking experiments.
1. M. J. Saxton and K. Jacobson, Annual Review of Biophysics and Biomolec-
ular Structure 26, 373 (1997).
2. F. Pinaud, S. Clarke, A. Sittner, et al., Nature Methods 7, 275 (2010).
3. A. J. Berglund, Physical Review E 82, 011917 (2010).
4. X. Michalet, Physical Review E 82, in press (2010).1382-Pos Board B292
High-Speed Single Quantum Dot Imaging of in Live Cells Reveal Hop Dif-
fusion
Christoffer Lagerholm, Mathias P. Clausen.
Ultra high-speed single particle tracking (image frame rates 40-50 kHz) ex-
periments with 40 nm gold particles has indicated that lipids and proteins in
the plasma membrane undergo hop-diffusion between nanometer sized com-
partments (Fujiwara et al. (2002) J Cell Biol. 157:1071-81). These findings
have yet to be independently confirmed. In this work, we show that high-
speed single particle tracking with quantum dots (QDs) and using a standard
wide-field fluorescence microscope and an EMCCD is possible at image ac-
quisition rates of up to ~2000 Hz. The spatial precision in these experiments
is ~40 nm (as determined from the standard deviation of repeated position
measurements of an immobile QD on a cell). Using this system, we show
that membrane proteins and lipids, which have been exogenously labeled
with functionalized QDs, show examples of three types of motion in the
plasma membrane of live mouse embryo fibroblasts, 1) approximately free
diffusion, 2) confined (immobile) diffusion, and 3) hop diffusion between
compartments with a size of ~100 nm diameter, and a lifetime of ~100-
200 milliseconds. In these experiments, we have used QDs that had a hydro-
dynamic radius (RH) of about 12-15 nm as determined by fluorescence cor-
relation spectroscopy (FCS). While these QDs are very large compared to
fluorescent dyes, they are 25-40% smaller in radius and are at least two
fold smaller in volume than the 40 nm diameter gold particles used in ultra
high speed SPT.
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Single Quantum Dot Tracking Coupled to a Three-State HMM Provides
New Mechanistic Insight Into erbB1 Homodimerization
Shalini T. Low-Nam, Keith A. Lidke, Patrick J. Cutler, Rob C. Roovers,
Paul M.P. van Bergen, en Henegouwen, Bridget S. Wilson, Diane S. Lidke.
The erbB family of trans-membrane receptor tyrosine kinases serves as the pro-
totypical model for dimerization-induced signal transduction. The current par-
adigm for signal initiation by erbB1 homo-dimers is based on ligand-induced
conformational changes, which expose the dimerization arms of activated re-
ceptors. To track erbB1 dynamics at the molecular level, we used two-color sin-
gle quantum dot (QD) tracking to determine diffusion and dimerization
characteristics of resting, ligand-bound and kinase-inhibited receptors. Long-
lived erbB1 homo-dimers were directly visualized between EGF-QD-bound re-
ceptors, characterized by a 50 nm separation. However, we also observed dimer
interactions whose close approach was punctuated by periods of excursion up
to hundreds of nanometers apart, suggesting a third domain-confined receptor
state. For each condition, transition rates between free, domain-confined, and
dimer states were extracted using a modified three-state Hidden Markov Model
(HMM). This analytical model uses separation of pairwise QD trajectories to
determine probabilities of state transitions, whose rates are fit over many can-
didate interactions. Diffusional behavior was determined by state and showed
slowing upon dimer formation; EGF-bound monomeric receptors confined to
the same domain showed two-fold slower diffusion than free receptors and
showed a further three and a half-fold slowing upon dimerization. Resting or
kinase inhibited receptors did not show this dramatic mobility change. While
the small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitor, PD153035 that blocks receptor
phosphorylation altered receptor diffusion, it did not change the dimer off
rate. Resting erbB1 dimers tracked via monovalent heavy-chain only antibody
fragments (VhH) did not demonstrate correlated motion and had a >6-fold
higher off-rate. Our studies provide new mechanistic insight into erbB1 dimer-
ization, demonstrate a role for membrane domains in promoting protein-protein
interactions, and suggest a reduction in receptor mobility as a feature of signal-
ing competent erbB1 dimers.
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Monitoring Association of Membrane Proteins with Micro-Domains and
Cytoskeleton in Live Cells During Signaling and Perturbation
Heng Huang†, Arnd Pralle†.
†Departments of Physics, State University New York at Buffalo, Buffalo,
NY 14260..
A central challenge to understanding cell signaling is to quantify how the
membrane ultra-structure modulates signaling dynamics and how vice-versa
signaling influences the membrane ultra-structure. Spatial membrane domains,
such as created by lipid rafts and the membrane cytoskeleton, influence
membrane protein mobility and hence membrane bound processes. Not only
are these domains modified in a range of pathologies but various drugs are
also thought to influence them. However, direct visualization of these lipid
domains in intact cells is challenging because of their small dimension and
dynamics.
Monday, March 7, 2011 253aWe present a non-destructive a camera based FCS method for quantifying the
membrane protein association with lipid domains in intact cells and with mem-
brane cytoskeleton domains. Most importantly, our method provides continu-
ous monitoring of changes in the protein domain interactions over time. We
investigated the modulation of GPI-anchored GFP with lipid domains over
time in response to cross linking, Ethanol, Cholesterol Sulfate or Cholera toxin
addition, as well as cholesterol extraction. As an example for signaling induced
changes, we studied the changes in the interaction of temperature sensitive ion
channel, TRPV2, with lipid domains and membrane cytoskeleton upon activa-
tion by 2-APB.1385-Pos Board B295
Compartmentalized Membrane Proteins: MHC Class I as an Important
Example
Levi A. Gheber.
The Major Histocompatibility Complex class I (MHC-I) is a type I membrane
protein expressed at the surface by virtually all cell types. MHC-I is loaded in
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) with peptides derived from cytosolic proteins
and presents them on the plasma membrane to T-cells. This constitutes the pri-
mary mechanism by which most nucleated cells report on possible infection by
pathogen or damaged tissue.
Many studies have shown that the lateral mobility of membrane proteins, and
particularly MHC-I, is hindered, creating a membrane with heterogeneous dis-
tribution of its components. Using Near-field Scanning Optical Microscopy
(NSOM), we have shown that MHC-I is found in clusters, ~300 - 700 nm in
diameter, on the plasma membrane of cells. Since obstructed lateral diffusion
alone cannot explain the maintenance of clusters at steady state, we proposed
a model that accounts for plasma trafficking, to explain the persistence of the
clusters.
The model predicts dynamic clusters of MHC-I, created at an instant, by vesicle
delivery, and decaying slowly by hindered diffusion over barriers.
We proved the dynamic nature of MHC-I clusters, and characterized their life-
time, using GFP-tagged molecules and Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence
Microscopy (TIRFM). Furthermore, since potential barriers to lateral diffusion
have been previously suggested as actin filaments, we have recently shown that
the life-time of MHC-I clusters can be elongated by strengthening these barriers
and shortened by weakening them. We have also characterized the rate of
MHC-I trafficking to the plasma membrane, and have developed a simple
way to reduce it; the effect is dispersion of the MHC-I clusters, as predicted
by the model.
In the next step we will question the effect of all the dynamic parameters on the
recognition of the immune system.1386-Pos Board B296
Gradient Distribution of LFA-1 cluster Size in the Immunological Synapse
Wan-Chen Lin, Nin˜a C. Hartman, Jay T. Groves.
Coordinated rearrangement of membrane receptors into clusters upon ligand
binding has emerged as an important regulator of cellular signaling. How-
ever, due to cell membrane complexity and constant change in membrane
morphology, probing protein clusters that are below optical resolution in
live cells has long been a challenging task. Here, we use a hybrid live
cell-supported membrane interface to enable high resolution fluorescence
fluctuation measurements. We explore the cluster distribution of LFA-
1:ICAM-1 complexes that form a ring that spans ~10mm in diameter in a ma-
ture immunological synapse(IS). IS formation is triggered by exposing
primary T cells to a supported membrane that is functionalized with activat-
ing peptide-MHC and ICAM-1-YFP. We scan across the IS with a focused
laser beam to monitor the photobleaching and fluorescence fluctuations of
LFA-1 bound ICAM-1-YFP molecules within the optical area. By changing
the excitation laser from continuous to a pulsed form and applying photon
counting histogram analysis, we are able to distinguish between the fluores-
cent signals of large clusters from those of small clusters. Instead of an even
distribution, our results indicate that LFA-1:ICAM-1 complexes at the IS ex-
hibit two differently clustered populations. One population shows a strong as-
sociation to the T cell cytoskeleton and thus displays low lateral mobility.
Interestingly, the fraction and the size of clusters of the cytoskeleton-
associated complexes increase toward the center of the IS. The second pop-
ulation of LFA-1:ICAM-1 complexes exhibits random diffusion and a small
cluster number that is no more than 3 on average. Therefore, more compart-
mentalized domains exist beyond the classical picture of three concentric
zones at the IS. This supports the frictional force coupling model as the
mechanism of IS formation, i.e. larger clusters experience larger transport
force toward the center of the IS.1387-Pos Board B297
Mechanics and Function of Protein Clustering and Spatial Sorting at Cell
Membranes
Nin˜a C. Hartman, Wan-Chen Lin, Jay T. Groves.
Cell signalling regulated by the spatial arrangement of proteins into clusters
ranging in size from a few molecules up to micron-scale assemblies is now
heavily studied. Although the timing, placement, and even the molecular details
of the proteins involvedmay bewell known, their exactmechanism of formation
and function still elude researchers. We seek to answer these questions in the
context of the immunological synapse (IS) using a live T cell-supported mem-
brane system. The IS is a T cell-antigen presenting cell (APC) interaction
wherein membrane receptor-ligand pairs are reorganized into concentric pat-
terns. In its simplest form, T cell receptors (TCR) bound to peptide-presenting
major histocompatibility complex (pMHC) form a central cluster surrounded
by a ring of leukocyte function associated antigen-1 (LFA-1) bound to intercel-
lular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1). Both ligand-bound TCR and LFA-1 are
known to be centripetally transported by the actin cytoskeleton, but how they
are differentially sorted is unknown. We hypothesize that protein cluster size
prior to transport regulates sorting and probe this by increasing the LFA-1 cluster
size. To do this, we use a bivalent or tetravalent crosslinker against LFA-1 or its
ICAM-1 ligand and compare the distribution to non-crosslinked counterparts in
the same cell. Peak fluorescence intensities across the IS averaged for whole cell
populations reveal increased centripetal LFA-1 transport with increased size un-
til LFA-1 forms a central cluster like TCR. Based on our results, we propose
a frictional force coupling model as the mechanism of IS formation. Moreover,
using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, we discover a gradient of LFA-
1:ICAM-1 cluster sizes across the synapse, as predicted by our model.
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Fluorescence Measurements of Integrin Cell Membrane Receptor Organi-
zation and Cellular Factors Altering Integrin Reorganization
Emily A. Smith, Suzanne Sander, Neha Arora, Dipak Mainali.
We are using fluorescence-based methods to unravel the complex, dynamic or-
ganization of cell membrane receptors in order to provide vital information
about interactions in the cell membrane that affect cellular function. Noninva-
sive fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) measurements that do not
require attaching fluorescent tags to the receptor are used to investigate receptor
clustering. We are elucidating the role of extracellular, membrane and intracel-
lular proteins and small molecules in altering integrin clustering. Integrins are
ubiquitous membrane proteins that are involved in cell signaling inside and out-
side of the cell. Intracellular proteins vinculin, paxillin, rhea and focal adhesion
kinase decrease integrin clustering; whereas, integrin linked kinase increases
integrin clustering in cells spread on a 3-5% ligand density surface. In contrast,
integrin linked kinase decreases integrin clustering in cells spread on a 30-50%
ligand density surface. The role of additional proteins in altering integrin clus-
tering has been identified. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
studies indicate that there are two populations of diffusing integrins in the cell
membrane. One integrin population is ligand-independent with a weighted mo-
bile fraction of ~30% and the second is ligand-dependent with a weighted mo-
bile fraction of ~40%. The diffusion properties of the ligand-independent
population are altered when actin expression is reduced. Additionally, the af-
fect of membrane cholesterol on integrin clustering has been determined.
The role of extracellular- membrane- and intracellular-proteins and small mol-
ecules in altering clustering is different for integrin mutants compared to wild-
type receptor. Experiments with well-studied mutants can reveal the molecular
mechanism of receptor organization in the cell membrane.
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Membrane Cholesterol Strongly Influences Hop-Diffusion of Prestin
Ramsey I. Kamar, Robert M. Raphael.
Prestin is the membrane motor protein that drives outer hair cell (OHC) electro-
motility via electromechanical coupling of membrane potential to whole cell
length changes. Various groups have demonstrated the importance of the inter-
action of prestin with the membrane environment. Biochemical evidence and
optical microscopy strongly suggest that prestin localizes in cholesterol-rich
microdomains, and electrophysiology experiments demonstrate that prestin-
associated charge movement depends on membrane cholesterol concentration.
We have previously measured prestin diffusion using fluorescence recovery af-
ter photobleaching (FRAP). However FRAP is an ensemble measurement mak-
ing it difficult to discriminate between free and confined diffusion resulting
from interactions with the cytoskeleton or confinement in membrane compart-
ments. We have thus measured diffusion of prestin molecules in a model
system using single particle tracking and total internal reflection microscopy.
Utilizing a combination of single molecule fluorescence microscopy and
site-directed labeling with a highly photostable fluorophore, we have robustly
